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DRIFT» ELIMINATOR ‘ASSEMBLY FOR-'-v 
COOLING TOWERS 

Donald.-R...Baker,.Blue Springs, and. Homer E. Fordyce,. 
GaShland;.,Mo.,; assignors. to. The, Marley Company,“ 

I. Kansas City,‘ M00, a ‘corporation of Delaware 

Application Iul3e16; 19.56;~ Serial No..59.8,17.4} 
9; 013%,. (or; res-ea) 

'lfhisiinventiorn relates:to.-.~v improvements in water cool-. 
towerawhereinheatremoved from. the water by. 

stnface. evaporation, and; particularly to; improvements. 
in-drift eliminatorssfor towers, of suchEnature,’theIpri-. 
maryv object, being to} provide} enecnvé. elimination of 
watenfr‘omrthe. outgoing .air withtrniniimum pressureloss. 

In,cooling-:towers whereinwateu is cooledasa conses 
qnenceof the movementio?aiu therethrough, asubstan 
tiaL amount: vof. the water‘ carried. from. the, tower. by. 
the. air" unless'means is. providedv within the.path . of travel. 
of, the .air' to. eliminate. the water. and redirect the same. 
downwardlyv to thelfintended pointof collection within. 
a surnpinnderlyingthe?ll. assembly. a 

Reference may be had to..U.S. LettersPatent' No. Re. 
2.l.,fl9.4,'.iss-ued.in thenameof. Leon I. Mart, 0n..May 6, 
19.41., ,for. kin-understanding. of‘ the type. of.v water. cooling‘ 
tower‘ to. which the . instant . invention. relates. and the. na: 
tu'reand dispositionfof. conventional drift. eliminators 
commonly, employed therein, The same are employed 
not-.onlypincross?ow towers,_b.ut.in. those operating on. 
a;co,u_nter?ow principle asevidenced‘ by US, LettersrPat 
Chi. 1.31;’).-v ZQ6T7ZQ328', ,isisuedf March‘. 16, ,1-954. 

While, drift, eliminators heretofore suggested and7or 
employed‘ ‘in: this- field? have effectively and; efficiently 
served both functionsg'ofguiding'or turning_the air as. 
itemanates from the. ?ll~ assembly in. the direction of 
discharge from} the ‘tower, as wellvas remove a. substan 
tial‘amountoftherwater, from the air; it is-an important 
object of theinstant invention to provide a drift elimié 
nator that‘performsbothfunctiom still. more e?iciently, 
ail'iby virtueof’theform and"construction. of the vanes 
thereof‘asr welllasthe supports. or spacers utilized to hold 
the vanes in proper, arrangement. 
Another important object‘ of‘ the present invention.v is 

toprovide a drift eliminator- that advantageously utilizes. 
the ‘differences - inv the mass" of ' water and air to - cause 
separation thereof- within the eliminator and prior to" 
ultimate discharge» of the air- from the tower.- ' 

v Alfurth'e-r object of'the instant‘ invention is to-pro 
vide arrrimprovedi'drift'» eliminator that'automatically re 
di‘rectsth'e- water removed: from- the air into' gravitating 
streams channeled along thesupportsfor the-vanes, there 
by.’ minimizing; the drift from the. unit; 

' ‘Awstill: further: object of. the present. invention. is: to 
provide: an eliminatorrthat: gently turns the air in. the 
direetiomof: ?ow thereof: from the tower: as‘. gravityv tends‘ 
torincreasethe; angle<of impingement of the water on; 
the.' vane surfaces, thereby increasing the effectiveness 
of the vanes as drift eliminatorsa 

- In the drawings: 
. Figured, is- a— side?levatiqnahview: of a1 water cooling 
towenpartsbeing; bro-ken away to show a drift eliminator} 
made; pursuant to. one; form of‘, the-instant invention. 
j-Ejig; 2. is;v a crossfsectionalview taken on line II—I.I 

ofj Fig, 17.. 
.Fig: 3tiis,ia;fragnrentary, cross-sectional view of a drift 

eliminator. embodying another form of; the instant, in 
vention takenon, lineflll-rélllofi?e 4., certain parts; 
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2. 
thereof beiugbroken away to revealvdetails of‘construc 
tion. ' 

Fig. 4' is- a. fragmentary, , cross-sectional‘ view showing, 
theelir‘ninator of Fig.3‘ in. elevation taken online IV—IV’ 
of. Fig, 3, parts being; broken away for clearness. 

Fig. 5 is an elevational‘view. of another type of'water 
_ cooling ytow‘enparts being broken away'tovreveal‘ a drift‘ 
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eliminator made pursuant'to another embodiment of the 
instant invention._ ‘ . _ . 

Fig. 6' is an enlarged," fragmentary,“ vertical,‘ cross 
sectional view‘ through ‘a portionof the eliminator shown. 
in.Fig._g 5.; and ’ . V . 

Fig. 7; is a fragmentary” cross-sectional’ view taken 
onvrlineVllE-rVlI?’oflFig. e; ' ‘ ' 

In' all.‘ essential i respects. cooling tower 10 shown in. 
Fig. Lof the'drawin'gs; is“ same that‘ illustrated" 
iuztlie aforementioned‘ Patent‘ No; R‘e, 2'1‘_;79.4g,' in that; 
Water; is cooled“ through use: of‘?ll. assemblies broadly 
designated by the numeral andjthrough which: ‘air is‘. 
forced by’use of a; fan unitilf‘l'. Hot water. is- collected; 
inan- open top basin 16;‘ for- distributing the same to 
thefassemblies 12‘ therebel‘ow. Intermediate basins 18;‘ 
between the assemblies 12,_‘collect-thecooledwater and 
transfer‘ the same laterally vt'herebyi to. redistribute’ the; 
same. to the assembly therebel'ow:. The cooled Water’ 
is‘collected in asurnp?or passageto a1 pointfof'" use in 
the tsaniemanner aseshown ahdfdieseribedinthe last'mené 
tioned patent; " ' ' V‘ 

' It'-'is*seen~? that the ain?owshorizontally'throughthej 
assemblies‘ 12 incross?ow relationship to the g'ravitating‘ 
water; and'the hot, airis‘ultimately‘dischargedf vertically 
from the tower-~10 through outlet- 20' within which the 
fan- assembly 14 isv disposed; The ‘force of' air causes 
the gravitating: water to“ drift laterally ‘ at’ an; angle: to 
the vertical substantially aé-fthe assemblies 12 are in: 
clinedv in'Fig. if, iandth'erefore,“‘it‘becoines necessary tov 
provide drift eliminator~7broadly~designated by the nu: 
moral‘ 22 within‘ the tower 1'0’ at.the‘ outlet.‘ endsof-the' 
assemblies 12 to remove the water‘ entraihedein the air 
and redirect- the same downwardly‘ tn ‘the. underlying 
sump. ’ g _ _ g _ t V . I 

Eliminator'22'showninj Figs.- land’ 2, is-of special 
construction differing substantially ‘from those heretofore 
employed'in this ?eldfor the purpose of" more effectively 
removing the water-and"controlling-‘the direction of‘ air 
?'ow so as: _to~r_ninimize- pressure? loss}, To- accomplish 
these-results the eliminator 22‘ consistsofa plurality of.‘ 
horizontallyvaligued supports5245that are preferably ree-v 
tangular- and disposed withv their-7 longitudinal axes- in 
clined downwardly and’ inwardly- toward‘ the‘ underlying 
sump and such inclination also disposes the transverse 
axes of ‘the supports 24 on anvv incline'opp'ositei'to the" 
direction of inclination of the longitudinal‘ axes of‘ sup; 
ports24. It is thus seen that both longitudinal edges 
of the supports 24 are inclined; but; as‘ seen inFig; 2,. 
it‘ is to be" preferredv that theoppo'sitefaces of the sup‘ 
ports 24 be vertical. _ i ' 

As'will hereinafter’ appear; the horizontal spaced sup 
ports 24 serve a dual, function;- namely, that of support-i 
ing elongatedvanesf or slats 26; asrwell! as channel'the 
removed water downwardly in streams toward the-under 
lying'cold .water collecting vsump. V'anes 26’have opposed) 
?at: faces and are arranged in a plurality of'end-to-end 
sections. 28; 301' and.‘ 32, the- number of“ such sections 
varying‘ however,‘ in accordance with the size of the; 
tower 1.0 with: which the‘ eliminator 722 is to be used. 

. Varies. 26 are carried?_ byif the supports, 24' through 
any; suitable means of attachment thereto, as for example», 
the interlock arrangenient'employed-v in the splash deck? 
assemblies; of Patents 2,330,901‘ and‘2;342,952_. In any 
event, both the, longitudinal and. transverse axes' of} all- 

' ofathe. vanes 26: are inclined The longitudinal'inclina» 
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tion of the vanes 26 is seen in Fig. 2 of the drawings 
and it is to be noted that the direction of inclination_of 
the vanes 26 of section 28 is opposite to the directlon 
of inclination of the vanes 26 of section 30. 
Where possible, it is to be desired ‘that the vanes 

all incline downwardly and inwardly toward a center 
line with respect to the vertical axis of rotation of fan 
14. In other words, if, for example, a drift eliminator 
is provided with four end-to-end sections, the fourth 
section disposed to the left of section 28, would have its 
vanes incline in the same direction as the vanes 26 of 
section 28 and, therefore, oppositely to the direction 
of inclination of vanes 26 of the two sections 30 and 32. 
The inclination of the vanes 26 transversely thereof 

is seen in Fig. l of the drawings and it is apparent that 
desirably such angle of inclination be approximately 45 
degrees, thereby bisecting the angle between the hori 
zontal path of travel of the air as it emanates from the 
assemblies 12, and the vertical path of travel thereof as 
the air moves upwardly through the outlet 20. Conse 
quently, all of the air and water entrained therein, 
strikes the innermost inclined faces of the vanes 26 and 
is gently turned or redirected upwardly toward the out 
let 20. While the air and water move at substantially 
the same velocities, the air tends to move upwardly and 
thereby separate from the water as the latter, being 
substantially heavier, tends to continue moving hori 
zontally against the vanes 26. 

While much of the water thus removed gravitates 
forthwith from the eliminator 22 to the collecting sump 
therebelow, a substantial amount of the removed water 
?ows longitudinally of the vanes 26 and water that does 
not drop from the lowermost edges of the vanes 26 by 
virtue of the transverse angularity of the latter, moves 
against the inclined supports 24 by virtue of the inter 
secting relationship of the vanes 26 and the supports 24. 
When the water channeling along the vanes 26 longi 

tudinally thereof strike the upright supports 24, its direc 
tion is changed and such water thereupon either gravitates 
from the vanes 26 adjacent the supports 24, or channels 
downwardly along the latter in a plurality of streams to 
the water collection basin. v 

It is to be noted further that the vertically spaced vanes 
26 are relatively overlapped so that at no point through 
out the entire area of the eliminator 22, is it possible 
for any air and water to ?ow therethrough without being 
subjected to the removal action just above described. 

Still another advantage of longitudinal inclination of 
the vanes 26 lies in the fact that the removed water is 
caused to flow in one direction and thereby separate 
from the air as the action of fan 14 continues to move 
the latter and prevents such air from ?owing with the 
water toward the lowermost ends of the vanes 26. Thus 
the stop is knocked out of the droplets of water which 
are separated from the air. In other words the tendency 
of the droplets to stop and remain on the slats 26 is 
eliminated since due to the double inclination of the 
upper surfaces of slats 26 the droplets are de?ected down 
wardly in two directions to facilitate gravitation of the 
same along the slats. , 

In Figs. 3 and 4 of the drawings there is provided a 
drift eliminator 34 composed of a pair of banks 36 and 
38, the bank 36'being proximal to the ?ll assembly of' 
the cooling tower (not shown in Figs. 3 and 4), and the 
bank 38 being proximal to the air outlet of the tower. 
In all respects the bank 38 is identical with the drift 
eliminator 22 and need not be further described. The‘ 
bank 36 however, differs in that the transverse angle of 
inclination of its vanes 40' is less than the angle of trans 
verse inclination of vanes 42 of the bank 38. ‘ Further 
more, as seen in Fig. 4, the vanes 40 incline. longitudi 
nally thereof in a direction opposite to the direction of 
inclination of the longitudinal axes of the vanes 42. In 
other words, the bank 38 is subdivided into a plurality 
of end-to-end sections 44 and 46 as in the case of the 
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eliminator 22, and the bank 36 is likewise subdivided 
into a plurality of corresponding sections 48 and" 50 
respectively. 

Fig. 4 of the drawings illustrates clearly the way in 
which the longitudinal axes of the vanes 40 of section 
48 incline oppositely to the longitudinal axes of the vanes 
42 of section 44. The same’arrangement is provided 
between the vanes 40 and 42 of sections 50 and 46 re 
spectively. ' ' ' ‘ 

At least two additional advantageous results are made, 
possible through use of eliminator 34 not included 111" 
the principles of the eliminator 22. First, as tlie'water 
entrained air impinges upon the uppermost and inner 
most faces of the vanes 40 the direction of travel thereof 
is changed slightly, but the turning action is increased 
more sharply as the same impinges upon the uppermost 
and innermost faces of the vanes 42. In this respect 
therefore, the water and air tend to separate within the 
bank 36 of the eliminator 34 and more complete separa-, 
tion takes place as the direction of travel of the air more 
closely approaches the vertical within the bank 38 and as 
the water is de?ected from the upper surfaces of the 
vanes 40 to the upper surfaces of the vanes 42. 

Still further, it can be seen by comparing Figs. 3 and 
4, that the air and water are forced through a tortuous 
path of travel within eliminator 34 since the vanes 40 
tend to cause movement upwardly in one direction Ion- 
gitudinally thereof and as soon as the air and water 
reaches the bank 38, its course is changed-and the same 
tends to move upwardly at an angle in the opposite direc 
tion along the longitudinal axes of the vanes 42. 

In any event however, removed water channeling along 
the vanes 40 comes into contact with inclined spacers‘ 
or supports 52 that intersect the vanes 40 and water; 
channeling in the opposite direction longitudinally of 
the vanes 42, comes into contact with inclined supports‘ 
54 for the vanes 42. Such‘ channeling induces gravita-' 
tional ?ow of the removed water in‘ streams following 
the longitudinal axes of the‘ supports 52 and 54, thereby 
more effectively eliminating the water from the outwardly 
moving hot air, all without appreciable pressure loss. 
The ‘cooling tower illustrated in Fig. 5 of the draw 

ings is- much in’the nature of one of the forms disclosed 
in Patent No. 2,672,328 and illustrates the manner of 
carrying the principles of the instant invention through 
use of a generally horizontal drift eliminator 56 in a 
counter?ow type of arrangement. In this respect, fan 
58 directs the air vertically through the ?ll assembly’ 
(not shown) in a direction opposite to the ?ow of water 
emanating from nozzles 60 of manifold 62, the cool air 
entering below the ?ll through inlets 64. 

Eliminator 56 includes a plurality of sections 66 hav-, 
ing adjacent sections inclined oppositelyl'as seen in Fig._ 
5. Each section includes a plurality of horizontally 
spaced, longitudinally horizontal and transversely inclined. 
supports or spacers 68. Each section 66 is also provided 
with two banks 70 and 72 of eliminator vanes 74. All’ 
of the vanes 74- are longitudinally inclined as seen in 
Figs. 5 and 6 and transversely inclined as seen in Fig. 7. 
Furthermore, the vanes74 are all .in intersecting rela-> 
tionship to the supports 68 and preferably pass loosely 
therethrough. While all of the vanes 74 of any given 
section 66 are inclined longitudinally in the same direc 
tion, the vanes 74 of the lower bank 70 of each section 
are inclined transversely in a direction opposite to vanesv 
74 of the upper bank 72. 

Furthermore, it is seen that all of the vanes on one 
side of a central vertical plane through the tower, extend 
ing longitudinally of the vanes and passing through the 
vertical axis of rotation of fan 58, are inclined trans 
versely in one direction and the remaining vanes 74 are 
inclined in the opposite direction. In other words, in 
the upper bank 72, vanes 7412 are inclined oppositely to 
vanes 74b of bank 72. Likewise, in the lower bank 70, 
varies 74c are inclined transversely in a direction oppo 
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site to the direction of transverse inclination of the vanes 
74d of lower bank 70. 
Here again, the air and water are caused to traverse 

a tortuous path through the eliminator 56, but in a 
manner differing from the way in which the tortuous 
travel is accomplished in eliminator 34. The vertically 
moving water entrained air striking the lowermost in 
clined faces of the vanes of bank 70 is de?ected laterally 
from the vertical in one direction toward the lowermost 
faces of the vanes of the bank 72. When the same im 
pinges upon the lower faces of the vanes of bank 72, the 
direction of travel is again de?ected in the opposite 
direction toward the fan 58. Each time that the direc 
tion of travel of the water entrained air is changed, the 
differences in Weights between the water globules and 
the air particles causes the water to separate from the 
air. In other words, as the air impinges upon the vanes, 
its course of travel is rather easily changed, Whereas the 
water being heavier tends to continue its normal course 
and be de?ected at a different angle from the angle of 
de?ection of the air. 

In virtually all other respects, the eliminator 56 oper 
ates the same as the eliminator 34 and for that matter, 
the eliminator 22, since the removed water channeling 
downwardly at an angle longitudinally of the vanes 74 
either gravitates from the lowermost edges of the vanes 
74 or moves to a point where its downwardly inclined 
travel is intercepted by the spacers 68. 

It is now apparent that in all three forms of the inven 
tion there has been presented a drift eliminator capable 
of maximum removal of water from the hot air that 
tends to drift therewith from the ?ll assembly to the hot 
air outlet of the tower. At the same time, each of the 
eliminators is so constructed as to gradually, progressively 
and gently change the course of travel of the air, thereby 
increasing the separating action of the water therefrom 
and doing so without pressure loss. 

It is recognized that any obstacle to the ?ow of air 
tends to produce a drop in pressure, but it has been 
found that through use of the eliminators of the kind 
above described, such pressure loss is of virtually no con 
sequence and, therefore, a minimum amount of water is 
carried from the tower by the hot air, all without any 
deleterious effects whatsoever upon the overall ef?ciency 
of the system. 
Having thus described the invention what is claimed as 

new and desired to be secured by Letters Patent is: 
1. In combination with a water cooling tower having 

an air inlet, an air outlet and means for directing cur 
rents of air along a path of travel from the inlet to said 
outlet in substantially horizontal, intersecting relation 
ship to water gravitating within the tower, a drift elimi 
nator within the tower, disposed to remove droplets of 
water from the air immediately prior to discharge of the 
air through said outlet, said drift eliminator comprising 
a plurality of elongated slats, each having a pair of op 
posed ?at faces, and structure supporting the slats in an 
inclined stack intersecting said currents of air with the 
upper slats of said stack disposed in closer proximity to 
said inlet of the tower than the lower slats of the stack, 
said slats being parallel, disposed in vertically spaced 
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relationship with the longitudinal axes thereof inclined 
transversely of said path of travel of the air and the 
transverse axes of the upper faces thereof transversely 
inclined whereby to present a double slanted uppermost 
face on each slat respectively, said double slanted faces 
being disposed for direct impingement of the moisture 
laden air thereagainst to de?ect the latter upwardly and 
outwardly toward said air outlet while the droplets of 
water in said moisture laden air are de?ected downwardly 
with the stop being knocked out of the same and caus 
ing the water to gravitate rapidly down respective slats 
out of the high velocity air currents, 

2. The combination as set forth in claim 1 wherein 
said supports include a number of horizontally spaced, 
upright, parallel, elongated, longitudinally and trans 
versely inclined members. 

3. The combination as set forth in claim 1 wherein 
is included a pair of said stacks disposed in parallel, hori 
zontally spaced relationship, the longitudinal axes of the 
slats of one stack being inclined in one direction and the 
longitudinal axes of the slats of the other stack being 
inclined in the opposite direction. 

4. The combination as set forth in claim 3 wherein said 
stacks lie in planes intersecting the path of travel of said 
currents of air. 

5. The combination as set forth in claim 4 wherein 
said stacks are aligned and disposed in horizontally spaced 
planes whereby the slats of one stack are in crossed re 
lationship to the slats of the other stack. 

6. The combination as set forth in claim 5 wherein 
the pair of stacks are disposed in su?icient proximity that 
one of the stacks is in overlying, superimposed relation 
ship to the other stack. 

7. The combination as set forth in claim 1 wherein 
said stacks are subdivided into a plurality of end-to-end 
sections, the direction of longitudinal inclination of the 
slats of certain sections differing from the direction of 
longitudinal inclination of the slats of other of the sec 
tions. 

8. The combination as set forth in claim 3 wherein 
the angle of transverse inclination of the transverse axis 
of the slats of one of the stacks is greater than the angle 
of transverse inclination of the transverse axis of the slats 
of the other stack. 

9. The combination as set forth in claim 8 wherein 
the stack having slats disposed in greatest transverse 
angular inclination is located in closest proximity to the 
air outlet of the tower. 
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